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Introduction
Chapter 134 of 2015 (House Bill 954) requires local law enforcement agencies to provide the
Governor’s Office of Crime Prevention, Youth, and Victim Services (Office) with information,1

from the previous calendar year, about each officer-involved death and death in the line of duty
that involved a law enforcement officer employed by the agency. Specifically, the Act requires2

agencies to provide the information on or before March 1 of each year, as it relates to (at a
minimum):

1. The age, gender, ethnicity, and race of a deceased individual;
2. The age, gender, ethnicity, and race of the officer involved;
3. A brief description of the circumstances surrounding the death;
4. The date, time, and location of the death; and
5. The law enforcement agency of the officer who:

a. Died, if the incident involved an officer who died in the line of duty; or
b. Detained, arrested, or was in the process of arresting the deceased, if the incident

involved an officer-involved death.

Furthermore, and in accordance with § 3-507(e) of the Public Safety Article, the Office shall
make an annual report on the incidence of officer-involved deaths and deaths in the line of duty
in the State to the General Assembly on or before June 30 of each year.

Background
Immediately following the enactment of Chapter 134 of 2015, the Maryland Statistical Analysis
Center (MSAC), located within the Office, began to implement the law, and oversaw the
formation of an Implementation Group, which consisted of the sponsoring legislator, attorneys,
law enforcement, researchers, state and federal government representatives, a nonprofit
organization, and a private citizen. The goal of the Implementation Group was to conduct a
detailed analysis of the law and to make determinations with regard to the exact data elements
requiring collection.

Reporting Criteria for Officer-Involved Civilian Deaths: Following two Implementation
Group meetings in 2015, a formal data collection process was adopted, and the information was
disseminated to Maryland law enforcement agencies identified by the Maryland Police and

2 Maryland General Assembly. (2015). Chapter 134 of 2015 (House Bill 954), Public Safety - Deaths Involving a
Law Enforcement Officer - Reports.

1 Maryland General Assembly. (2020). Chapter 11, Acts of 2020. In March 2020, the Governor’s Office of Crime
Control and Prevention was renamed the Governor’s Office of Crime Prevention, Youth, and Victim Services.
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Correctional Training Commissions. These agencies were instructed to, as of July 1, 2015,
commence data collection and reporting of all civilian deaths involving a law enforcement
officer to MSAC.

Chapter 134 of 2015 defines an officer-involved death as “the death of an individual resulting
directly from an act or omission of a law enforcement officer while the officer is on duty or while
the officer is off duty, but performing activities that are within the scope of the officer’s official
duties.” Based on the criteria set forth in Chapter 134 of 2015, the Implementation Group
determined that Maryland law enforcement agencies were required to report all civilian deaths:

● Resulting from any use of force by State or local law enforcement personnel acting either
on duty, or off duty in the capacity of a law enforcement officer;

● Caused by injuries sustained while attempting to elude State or local law enforcement
personnel or injuries incurred after custody had been established;

● In cases of suicide, only when the suicide occurs while law enforcement is present at the
scene;

● In cases of deaths as a result of drug overdose or medical condition, only when the fatal
alcohol or other drug intoxications or medical conditions (e.g., cardiac arrest) occurred
while law enforcement was attempting to detain or arrest the subject;

● Occurring during the process of arrest by, or in the custody of, State or local law
enforcement personnel;

● Occurring while the individual is in the custody of State or local law enforcement
personnel who were responding to a medical or mental health assistance or welfare call;
or

● Of bystanders while law enforcement is present and/or as the result of a law enforcement
action.

Based on the criteria set forth in Chapter 134 of 2015, the Implementation Group determined that
Maryland law enforcement agencies were not required to report the following:

● Deaths attributed to federal law enforcement personnel (e.g., FBI, DEA);
● Any inmate death that occurred in the custody of local jails, state prisons, state juvenile

correctional facilities, or private correctional facilities; or
● Any death of a criminal suspect that occurred before the decedent came into contact with

law enforcement.

Reporting Criteria for Officer Deaths in the Line of Duty: In addition to reporting civilian
deaths involving a law enforcement officer, Chapter 134 of 2015 also requires all Maryland law
enforcement agencies to report to MSAC all deaths of sworn law enforcement officers who died
in the line of duty.
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Chapter 134 of 2015 defines death in the line of duty as “the death of a law enforcement officer
occurring while the officer is acting in the officer’s official capacity while on duty or while the
officer is off duty, but performing activities that are within the scope of the officer’s official
duties.” Based on the criteria set forth in Chapter 134 of 2015, the Implementation Group
determined that Maryland law enforcement agencies were required to report the deaths of all
officers killed in the line of duty or in the course of law enforcement activities. The
Implementation Group also determined that Maryland law enforcement agencies were not
required to report deaths of federal law enforcement personnel (e.g., FBI, DEA).

Data Collection Process: Law enforcement agencies were asked to notify MSAC within 48
hours of an incident, when a civilian death involving a law enforcement officer or the death of a
law enforcement officer occurred. The Office of the Chief Medical Examiner was also asked to
provide MSAC with notification when a qualifying incident occurred. Ultimately, a formal
reporting guide was developed, along with an online password protected data submission form
which was required for every death involving a law enforcement officer incident each year
(please see Appendix A for more information). The reported information, and definition of each
variable, can be found in Appendix B.

Deaths Involving a Law Enforcement Officer
This Seventh Report to the State of Maryland - Deaths Involving a Law Enforcement Officer
(report) contains data collected from Maryland law enforcement agencies for cases that occured
for the prior calendar year, between January 1, 2021 and December 31, 2021. The report
provides information relating to the cases where individuals died when law enforcement officers
were present or when a law enforcement officer was killed in the line of duty. It also describes, in
detail, the methodology used to gather and report on the information required by Chapter 134 of
2015. Although the report details statistical and demographic information regarding these cases,
familiarization with the data collection methodology, as well as the underlying facts of each case,
is a crucial component of this report.

It is important to note that, in response to Chapter 134 of 2015, Maryland currently has a legal
mechanism in place to capture and report to the public each time a civilian dies during a police
encounter or when a law enforcement officer dies in the line of duty.

Officer-Involved Civilian Deaths
Between January 1, 2021 and December 31, 2021, there were a total of 33 qualifying cases that
involved 33 civilian deaths involving a law enforcement officer in Maryland (please see
Appendix C for a brief narrative of the incident, based on information provided by law
enforcement). Of the 33 civilian deaths involving a law enforcement officer, the Medical
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Examiner’s Office classified 14 as homicide by law enforcement, 14 as suicide, three as an
accident, one as an overdose, and one as undetermined (as shown in Chart 1). All 14 homicides
by law enforcement involved the fatal shooting of the subject(s).

Most of the decedents were male (90.9%), 39.4% were white, 57.6% were black, and the most
common age ranges were 25-34 (24.2%) and 35-44 (24.2%) (as shown in Table 1).

Most civilian deaths occurred in April (n = 6) and November (n = 6), followed by October (n =
4) and June (n = 3) (as shown in Chart 2).
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At least one civilian death occurred in 12 of the State’s 24 counties (as shown in Map 1).
Baltimore County witnessed the most with eight deaths, followed by Anne Arundel with five.
One death also occurred out of state.

Map 1. 2021 Civilian Deaths by County (n = 33)

One hundred thirty-four law enforcement officers from 16 Maryland law enforcement agencies
were involved in the 33 civilian deaths (as shown in Chart 3). The Baltimore County Police
Department was involved in seven civilian deaths, followed by the Anne Arundel County Police
Department and the Baltimore Police Department with four.
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Nearly 70% of the civilian death incidents involved one, two, or three officers; whereas about
30% involved four, five, or more officers (as shown in Chart 4). Of the 134 reported officers
involved in a civilian death, 80 (59.7%) were male, 65 (48.5%) were white, and 63 (47.01%)
were between the ages of 25 and 44 (as shown in Table 2).
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Homicide

Of the 33 civilian deaths involving a law enforcement officer in 2021, 14 cases were determined
to be fatal shootings by law enforcement officers. All 14 civilians were male, nine were black
(64.3%) and four were white (28.6%) (as shown in Table 3).
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At least one fatal shooting incident by law enforcement occurred in seven counties. Baltimore
City witnessed the most with four, followed by Montgomery County with three (as shown in
Map 2).

Map 2. 2021 Fatal Shootings by Law Enforcement by County

A total of 29 law enforcement officers from eight agencies were involved in the 14 fatal
shootings. The Baltimore Police Department had the most with four, followed by the Anne
Arundel County Police Department, the Baltimore County Police Department, and the Maryland
State Police with two (as shown in Chart 5).
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Of the 29 reported officers involved in a fatal shooting, 24 (82.8%) were male, 18 (62.1%) were
white, and 19 (65.5%) were between the ages of 25 and 44 (as shown in Table 4).

Suicide

Of the 33 civilian deaths, 14 cases were determined to be suicides where law enforcement was
present at the scene. Most suicides (78.6%) involved male subjects. Nine suicides involved white
subjects and five involved black subjects. The average age of the subjects was 40 years.

Accident

There were three incidents involving three decedents that were determined by the Medical
Examiner to be the result of an accident. The incidents involved subjects attempting to flee from
police in motor vehicles.

Overdose

There was one death that resulted from an overdose during the reporting period.

Undetermined

There was one death that was categorized as undetermined. The individual was taken into
custody after behaving erratically and striking an officer. Following the individual’s conscious
yet incoherent state, the individual was transported to a hospital for medical care. While in the
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emergency department, the individual suffered an unknown medical emergency and was
subsequently admitted to the hospital. The individual died several days later.

Officer Deaths in the Line of Duty
There were three law enforcement officer deaths in the line of duty in Maryland in 2021.
Appendix D provides the details of these incidents, and were provided by law enforcement in
accordance with Chapter 134 of 2015.

Three-Year Summary (2019-2021)
Between January 1, 2019 and December 31, 2021, there were a total of 95 civilian deaths
involving a law enforcement officer and three law enforcement officer deaths in the line of duty
in Maryland. The illustration below provides a three-year comparison of the raw data provided
by law enforcement in accordance with Chapter 134(2) of 2015 (as shown in Table 5).3

3 It is important to note that the percentages for 2021 exclude gender and race for the 49 officer demographics that
were unknown.
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As illustrated below, Table 6. Deaths Involving Law Enforcement Officer by Agency provides
a three-year comparison of the agencies involved in all 95 civilian deaths.

Conclusion
Between January 1, 2021 and December 31, 2021, there were a total of 33 qualifying cases and
33 civilian deaths involving a law enforcement officer in Maryland. The next report, the Eighth
Report to the State of Maryland - Deaths Involving a Law Enforcement Officer, will be released
on June 30, 2023, and will include all civilian deaths involving a law enforcement officer, and
officer deaths in the line of duty for the 2022 calendar year.
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Appendix B
Data Collected for Officer-Involved Civilian Deaths

For each qualifying civilian death involving a law enforcement officer, Chapter 134 of 2015
requires law enforcement agencies to report the information to MSAC. The reported information,
and detailed definitions of each variable can be found below and in Appendix C.

Agency: Refers to the Maryland law enforcement agency employing the officer involved.

Date of the civilian death: This information is taken directly from the Medical Examiner report.
If this report is unavailable, the word “approx.” will follow the date, and refer to the date of
incident. If a significant number of days passed between the incident date, and the date of death,
this information will be noted.

Time of the civilian death: This information is taken directly from the Medical Examiner
report. If this report is unavailable, the word “approx” will follow the time, and refer to the time
of incident.

Age of the civilian: The age at last birthday.

Sex of the civilian: A person’s biological status, which was categorized as either male or female.

Ethnicity of the civilian: Ethnicity categories are: Hispanic or Latino (H), Not Hispanic or
Latino (NH), Unknown (U).

Race of the civilian: Race categories are: American Indian or Alaska Native (I), Asian (A),
Black or African American (B), White (W), Other (O), Unknown (U).

Age, gender, race, and ethnicity of the officer involved: An officer is considered “involved” if
they had direct or indirect contact with the deceased during the law enforcement action when the
death occurred. The following special circumstances should be noted:

● Suicide: If a suicide occurred while an officer(s) was present at the scene, the
demographic information of those officers is captured.

● SWAT Operation: If a SWAT Operation is in progress at the scene, only the demographic
information of individuals actively participating in the event causing the death is
captured.

● Traffic: If a civilian dies as the result of a traffic related incident/accident, the
demographic information of the officer(s) engaged with the subject at the time of the
incident/accident will be captured.
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Location of incident: The physical address, or proximity thereof, where the event associated
with the death occurred.

Narrative/summary of incident: Brief details of the event based on the accounts provided via
law enforcement’s reporting of the incident to MSAC.

In addition to the data elements collected as a requirement of Chapter 134 of 2015, one
additional data element was collected, the manner of death. This data element, utilizing
information taken directly from Medical Examiner reports, was necessary in determining if a
case qualified under Chapter 134 of 2015.

Manner of death: Manner of death is the classification of categories used to define whether a
death is from intentional causes, unintentional causes, natural causes, or undetermined causes.
The Office of the Chief Medical Examiner in Maryland uses the following primary
classifications for manner of death:

● Accident (A): Accident applies when an injury or poisoning causes death and there is
little or no evidence that the injury or poisoning occurred with the intent to harm or cause
death. In essence, the fatal outcome was unintentional.

● Homicide (H): Homicide occurs when death results from a volitional act committed by
another person to cause fear, harm, or death.4

● Natural (N): Natural deaths are due solely or nearly totally to disease and/or the aging
process.

● Suicide (S): Suicide results from an injury or poisoning as a result of an intentional,
self-inflicted act committed to do self harm or cause the death of one’s self.

● Undetermined (U): A classification used when the information pointing to one manner of
death is no more compelling than one or more other competing manners of death in
thorough consideration of all available information.

● Pending (P): Awaiting additional test results or information.

4 Hanzlick, R., Hunsaker III, J., & Davis, G. (2002). National Association of Medical Examiners ®: A Guide for
Manner of Death Classification.
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Data Collected for Officer Deaths in the Line of Duty

For each qualifying law enforcement officer death, Chapter 134 of 2015 requires law
enforcement to report the following information to MSAC:

Agency: Refers to the Maryland law enforcement agency employing the deceased officer.

Date of the officer death: This information is taken directly from the Medical Examiner report.
If the Medical Examiner report is unavailable, the word “approx.” will follow the date, and refer
to the date of incident. If a significant number of days passed between the incident date, and the
date of death, this information will be noted.

Age of the deceased officer: The age at last birthday.

Sex of the deceased officer: A person’s biological status, which was categorized as either male
or female.

Ethnicity of the deceased officer: Ethnicity categories are: Hispanic or Latino (H), Not
Hispanic or Latino (NH), Unknown (U).

Race of the deceased officer: Race categories are: American Indian or Alaska Native (I), Asian
(A), Black or African American (B), White (W), Other (O), Unknown (U).

Location of incident: The physical address, or proximity thereof, where the event associated
with the death occurred.

Narrative/summary of incident: Brief details of the incident based on the accounts provided
via law enforcement’s reporting of the incident to MSAC.
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Appendix C
Deaths Involving a Law Enforcement Officer
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Deaths Involving a Law Enforcement Officer Incident Description
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Appendix D
Officer Line of Duty Deaths

Officer Line of Duty Deaths Incident Description
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FROM: Governor’s Office of Crime Prevention, Youth, and Victim Services


June 30, 2022


The Honorable William C. “Bill” Ferguson IV The Honorable Adrienne Jones
President of the Senate Speaker of the House of Delegates
State House, H-107 State House, H-101
Annapolis, MD 21401-1991 Annapolis, MD 21401


RE: Report required by Public Safety Article § 3-507(e) (MSAR #12665)


Dear President Ferguson and Speaker Jones:


As required by § 3-507(e) of the Public Safety Article, please find an enclosed copy of the
Governor’s Office of Crime Prevention, Youth, and Victim Services’ report titled, Seventh
Report to the State of Maryland - Deaths Involving a Law Enforcement Officer. This report
includes information, submitted by law enforcement, on qualifying cases that occurred between
January 1, 2021 and December 31, 2021. It also describes, in detail, the methodology used to
gather and report on the information required by Chapter 134 of 2015.


Should you have any questions relating to the information provided in this report, please feel free
to contact me at 410-697-9338.


Sincerely,


Kunle Adeyemo, Esq.
Executive Director


cc: Sarah Albert, Department of Legislative Services (5 copies)


GOVERNOR’S COORDINATING OFFICES
100 COMMUNITY PLACE


CROWNSVILLE, MD 21032-2023







